National Clinician Scholars Program

The UCLA School of Nursing is hosting an Info Session for postdoctoral nurses about the NCSP.

By training nurse & physician researchers who work as leaders & collaborators embedded in communities, healthcare systems, government, foundations, & think tanks in the United States & worldwide, NCSP Scholars aim to be change agents by driving policy-relevant research, partnering to improve health & health care, cultivating health equity, eliminating health disparities, inventing new models of care, & achieving higher quality health care at lower cost.

ELIGIBILITY
Nurses who completed their doctoral degree (PhD or DNP) between June 2014 & June 2019

This is a 2-year post doctoral program (2019-2021) which offers formal leadership & intensive research training

CURRICULUM
• Leadership seminars, policy electives, on-the-job experiences
• 10-20% clinical work
• Mentored research project with committee review
• Community Based Participatory Research training
• Master’s degree option

INFO SESSION:
Tuesday, May 8, 2018, 12-1pm
UCLA School of Nursing, Room 3-648, Factor Building
Virtual Access via ZOOM using PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: https://ucla.zoom.us/j/187285329
Or iPhone one-tap: US: +16699006833,, 187285329# or +16465588656,,187285329#)

INFO SESSION SPEAKERS & PANELISTS

LINDA SARNA
PhD, RN, FAAN, AOCN
Dean of UCLA School of Nursing

KIA SKRINE-JEFFERS
PhD, RN
NCSP Scholar

MARIA YEFIMOVA
PhD, RN
NCSP Scholar

KRISTEN CHOI
PhD, RN
NCSP Scholar

PATRICIA SODERLUND
PhD, RN
Incoming NCSP Scholar (July 2018)

MARYSUE V. HEILEMANN
PhD, RN, FAAN,
UCLA NSCP Associate Director

www.nationalcsp.org